Making Disciples that Make Disciples
What Does A Disciple Look Like? Based upon your understanding of the Bible, draw 5 images that
illustrate the traits of a disciple around the stick figure.
Simple Church/Class Findings: 4 Key findings





Clarity
Movement
Alignment
Focus

CLARITY: A CLEAR Process - A process communicated with such
CLARITY that people know, where they are in the process, and what
step they are supposed to take next. How can you measure how you
are doing if you don’t know where you are in the process?
MOVEMENT: What’s Next! - Assign one primary program to each step in the process. It’s OK to have
OPTIONS within a step. What do you expect?






Participant - The expectations of a participant are to simply participate.
Member - The Expectations of a member are church membership, participation, giving, etc.
Serving Member - The expectations of a serving member is to know, understand and use their
gifts and abilities in some role or function of the class (temporary, short term or ongoing).
Servant Leader - The expectations of a servant leader is to use their gifts and abilities to lead
others in ministry and service.
Disciple Maker - The expectations of a disciple maker is to multiply their life and ministry, (i.e.
Paul and Timothy).

ALIGNMENT: Principles to ponder about your group!








Open versus closed
o Anyone can attend any week; they are expected.
o Everyone is welcome to be a member of the group
Conversational communities versus informational seminars
o Small groups
o Mid-sized groups with discussion pods
Outreach oriented versus inward focused
o If you don’t find a group, a group will find you!
Curriculum guidelines are consistent
Purposes are the same

FOCUS:
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One Purpose - Groups exist to Make Disciples!
Four Priorities





Groups exist to share the Gospel with the Lost
Groups exist to develop genuine Biblical Community
Groups exist to help believers Grow Spiritually
Groups exist to help believers Live Missionally
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